GRESSONEY MONTE ROSA 2022

HELISKI 7 DAYS
incl. Zermatt Tour

Included Services:
Mountain guide service IFMGA/UIAGM 6 skiing days
Heliski Safari Zermatt
Multi-days skipass Monterosa Ski
Stay 7 nights in one of our recommended 3 - 5 star hotels in Gressoney
(refer to our Hotel overview)
Including ABS backpack, avalanche transceiver, probe and shuffle on loan
Heliski option for additional flights (refer to the section additional flights)
Special renting prices for ski- and snowboard equipment

STARTING FROM € 2550 per person

Gressoney, on the south side of the Monte Rosa, is the gateway to paradise for skiers,
snowboarders and freeriders, offering every day new experiences. All this in one of the
most beautiful mountain landscapes in the Alps. In the Monte Rosa everybody will find
independently of snow-, avalanche- and weather-conditions, the perfect terrain and
unique experiences.

Heliski Safari Zermatt - One of the most spectacular and impressive daily tours in
Gressoney is the “Zermatt Tour”. This Tour will take you through one of the most beautiful
regions in the Alps. Starting point is Gressoney, the sunny side of the Monterosa, which
offers an unforgettable ambiance. Thanks to our helicopter service, we can offer this trip
in one day. Follow us to this unique experience through the glaciers of the Majestic’s
4000m peaks of this mountain region.

Helicopter:
Airbus helicopter AS 350 Ecureuil B3

Hotel :
We offer a selection of 3* to 5* Hotels; each of them very well located to reach the
Monterosa Ski cable car. The choice of the hotel is dependent from the season and room
availability. Please refer to our Hotel guide for more information.

Dates and Prices:
Private groups:
available from 20.12. – 15.05.

Price per person (incl. any taxes that may apply) in double room and half board in Hotel
Dufour, in a group of 4 participants:

starting from 2550,-

€

Itinerary:
1st day: Hotel check-in. Meet & Greet with your guide or Heli Guides personnel to review your
individual Heliski program and to do a material check.

2nd - 7th days: Depending on snow, weather and avalanche conditions you will have to
opportunity to heliski. In case of bad weather, off-piste skiing in the adjacent areas is offered.
At the end of the last skiing day, it will be time for farewell and to return the rental equipment.

8th day: Individual travel home

Zermatt Tour tinerary:
By helicopter we will reach, depending on the conditions, our starting point at Lys Glaicer,
Colle Verra or Felik Glaicer. We will follow the Grenz-, Schwarz- or Zwillingsglacier
depending on conditions down to Zermatt/Furi. With Klein Matterhorn cable car we will reach
the summit of Klein Matterhorn. From there we will ski down the Val di Verra or Cime Bianche
to Champoluc. By lifts from Frachey/Champoluc and a last run down from Colle Bettaforca
we will sky down Gressoney. We are back in Staffal around 4:00-4:30pm.

Additional costs:
Additional helicopter flights including transfers flights (see point additional vertical
meter), ski pass if necessary, rental ski and snowboard equipment, lunch, drinks and
all other services are not included.

Additional flights in a group of 4 participants:
Euro 200,00 per person and flight on glacier flights and Euro 165,00 per person and flight on
flight to Bettolina, Sella, Testa Grigia (flight tax included - flight in a group of 4 participants.
Flight prices increase in a smaller group).

Refund of helicopter flights:
There is no refund for down days in general. However, In case of strong winds, bad weather or
avalanche risk we will refund Euro 115.00 per flight and person. There is no refund due to
illness, accident, lack of fitness, insufficient skiing skills, late arrival and breaks during the ski
day.

How to find us:
Our office is located in the building of Hotel Nordend, nearby the bar FitzRoy, a 3-minute
walk from the cable cars of Staffal Gressoney la Trinite. Google Maps: Heliski Gressoney.
Fraz. Tschaval 5, 11020 Gressoney la Trinité, (AO) Italia.

Cancellation insurance and health insurance:
We always recommend a travel cancellation insurance, baggage insurance as well as travel and
accident insurance.
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